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ABSTRACT 

Taobao is one of the biggest C2C platform in the world, because of the information asymmetry and the lack of 

communication between consumers and sellers, consumers may buy counterfeit or inferior goods in Taobao. 

The paper will focus on one of measure of the communication, comments. It will analyze the Taobao C2C 

transaction with or without communication by using game theory and regression analysis. The paper will use 

Python to craw enough data from Taobao website and use Stata to analyze the data. The analysis shows that 

positive comments are correlated with the sales number of products, which will prove that comments from the 

buyer will have an impact on sales. Besides that, the paper will build a game model to analyze the Taobao C2C 

transaction without communication, which could prove that the best strategy for sellers are being honest 

whether consumers return or not return the product. This paper has provided solutions for C2C platform 

improvement.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the continuous development of China's 

online shopping market, more and more people choose to 

shop online. According to CNNIC（China internet network 

information Center），In 2019, China's online retail sales 

reached 10.63 trillion yuan, including 8.52 trillion yuan of 

physical goods, accounting for 20.7 percent of the total 

retail sales of consumer goods. Although the online 

shopping makes people’s life more convenient, it still has 

some drawbacks that could be critical to consumers. The 

consumer may face the problem of buying inferior goods or 

fake goods in online. Moreover, the consumer will also face 

the problem that the description of goods and the actual 

goods are mismatched. Under this background, the paper 

will introduce the method of game theory and focus on the 

game between buyers and the sellers. The comments and 

evaluation from buyers are important mesures for 

communication. The paper will take Taobao for example, 

and it will analyze the online transaction that with or without 

comments and evaluation for sellers. The meaning of this 

paper is to provide some specific solutions to Online 

transaction website; thus sellers will have high quality of 

transaction and consumers will have better online shopping 

environment. Moreover, this paper will also lead the sellers 

to pay more attention on their trust building.  

 

 

1.1. Analysis of Taobao C2C Online 

Transaction with Comments 

Taobao, one of the biggest C2C website in China, nearly 

600 millions of people use it. All kinds of goods are selling 

in this platform. Taobao have the function that which could 

show the comments of people who have already bought this 

good. People could check the buyers’ comments and decide 

to buy or not to buy this item, which depend on the trust and 

the comments of the buyers for most commodities. 

Moreover, people have already bought this product could do 

a review about the experience of after use it for several days, 

so that the consumers will have a better understand about 

the durability of the good and does it worth to buy it. The 

part wants to prove that if this seller has more comments, 

people will more tend to buy same item in the sellers have 

more positive items.  

This part selects the data of sneakers sellers from Taobao, 

and the selected features of data are product sales, price, 

comments number, review number, and picture review, 

among which the sales number are Y.The software stata 

was used to analysis the data and Python to attain the data. 

Firstly, start with the basic descriptive statistics.as figure 1 

shows 

Secondly, do regression test about the data, as figure 2 

shows. 

Because p > 0.05, so that review and picture review these 

two variables didn’t pass the regression test, price and sales 

pass the test, so the paper rejects review and picture review 

these two variables and doing regression test again. 
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According to figure 3, price and comments both pass the 

regression test. the paper will use BP test and White test in 

Stata to test whether there is heteroscedasticity.  

As figure 4 shows, the p-value for both two tests are below 

0.05, which means that the paper rejects the null hypothesis 

under 95% confident level, therefore, the heteroscedasticity 

exist. After that, the paper needs to check the 

Multicollinearity of data.  

As figure 5 shows, because Mean VIF < 10, so the data do 

not exist Multicollinearity. 

From figure 6, the p-value belows 0.05, so it have pass the 

test; from the regression coefficient, there’s a negative 

correlation between sales and price when price increases 1 

yuan, the sales number will decrease 0.2465. There is a 

positive correlation between sales and comments, when 

increase each additional comment, the sales number will 

increase 0.0995. After that, to make sure whether the price 

or comments have more impact on sales, the paper will use 

Stata to find the Standard regression coefficient of comment 

and price. 

From the Standard regression coefficient (Beta) in figure 7, 

price is -0.1695, comment is 0.4035, then the absolute 

value of these two Beta values were compared in figure 7. 

Thus, comment have more impact on sales.  

In conclusion, from the analysis of the sellers in sneaker 

area, this part could prove that comments are important in 

C2C business, which is an important part of communication. 

Without communication, the sales and reputation will both 

have some impact on it. For Buyers, they could compare the 

same product that from different sellers depending on their 

positive comments and reviewing. For sellers, they could 

increase the quality of their product and take out new sales 

strategy like providing discounts to attach more consumers.  

 
Figure 1 Descriptive analysis of the data 

 
Figure 2 Regression test of the data 

 
Figure 3 Regression test of the price and comment 

 
Figure 4 Heteroscedasticity test 

 
Figure 5 Multicollinearity test 
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Figure 6 Linear regression model  

 
Figure 7 Standard regression analysis 

1.2. Analysis on Taobao C2C  Online 

Transaction without Communication 

If buyers do not communicate with the sellers and do not 

read the comments, the buyers may face the problem of 

information asymmetric, because the buyers do not know 

whether the sellers are trustworthy[2]. Therefore, it could 

lead the result of buying fakes or the sellers won’t ship the 

goods. In this situation, we had built game model to show 

the problem. 

Taking taobao as the example, following assumptions for 

the model will be present for convenience.  

(1) The insurance company will bear the cost of shipping 

the goods back if the buyers don’t want it; and the freight 

are same for each time[3]. (2) The price of the good is P. (3) 

The cost of authentic good is 𝐶1，the cost of the fake good 

is 𝐶2. (4) The cost of the seller's products being returned is 

R  , the technical cost of the seller's releasing false 

information is T , the loss cost of the seller's increasing 

return rate is a ，and the probability of the seller's fraud 

being found is q . (5) The buyer's perceived value when 

purchasing the trustworthy merchant's product is V(v > p), 

and the buyer's psychological loss when purchasing the fake 

inferior product is L . (6) The psychological loss of the 

buyer who returns the good faith product is L′ . (7) The 

insurance fee is M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 The game model of seller and buyer 

 Seller 

Honest Dishonest 

 

Buyer 

 

Buy Return 𝑈𝑖1 = 𝑉 − 𝐿′ − 𝑀, 𝑈𝑠1 = 𝑃 −
𝐶1 − 𝑎 − 𝑅  

𝑈𝑖2 = −𝐿 − 𝑀,  

𝑈𝑠2 = 𝑞(−𝑎 − 𝑇 − 𝑅) + (1 − 𝑞)(𝑃 − 𝐶2 − 𝑎
− 𝑇 − 𝑅) 

Not 

return 
𝑈𝑖3 = V − P − M, 𝑈𝑠3 = 𝑃 − 𝐶1 𝑈𝑖4 = −P − M,  

𝑈𝑠4 = 𝑞(−𝑇) + (1 − 𝑞)(𝑃 − 𝐶2 − 𝑇） 

Not buy 𝑈𝑖5 = 0, 𝑈𝑠5 = 0 𝑈𝑖6 = 0, 𝑈𝑠6 = −𝑇 

 
As table1 shows, If the buyer chooses to buy and return the 

good, and seller wants to be honest, the profit for seller is 

𝑈𝑠1 = 𝑃 − 𝐶1 − 𝑎 − 𝑅，the profit for buyer is 𝑈𝑖1 = 𝑉 −
𝐿′ − 𝑀. 

If the buyer chooses to buy and return the good, seller 

chooses to be dishonest, the profit for seller is 𝑈𝑠2 =
𝑞(−𝑎 − 𝑇 − 𝑅) + (1 − 𝑞)(𝑃 − 𝐶2 − 𝑎 − 𝑇 − 𝑅) , and the 

profit for buyer is 𝑈𝑖2 = −𝐿 − 𝑀. 

If the buyer chooses to buy but not return the good, and 

seller wants to be honest, the profit for seller is 𝑈𝑠3 = 𝑃 −

𝐶1，the profit for buyer is 𝑈𝑖3 = V − P − M. 

If the buyer chooses to buy but not return the good, and 

seller wants to be dishonest, the profit for seller is 𝑈𝑠4 =

𝑞(−𝑇) + (1 − 𝑞)(𝑃 − 𝐶2 − 𝑇） , the profit for buyer 

is 𝑈𝑖4 = −P − M.  

If the buyer chooses not to buy and seller choose to be 
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honest, the profit for seller is 𝑈𝑠5 = 0, the profit for buyer 

is 𝑈𝑖5 = 0. 

If the buyer chooses to not buy but the seller choose to be 

dishonest, the profit for seller is𝑈𝑠6 = −𝑇. 

The profit for buyer is 𝑈𝑖6 = 0.  

According to the analyze of the game model, the three 

situations will be present. 

If 𝑈𝑠1 > 𝑈𝑠2, the profit that seller choose to be honest will 

higher than the profit that seller choose to be dishonest. 

Therefore, 𝑈𝑠3 > 𝑈𝑠4 , 𝑈𝑠5 > 𝑈𝑠6 . And the profit that the 

buyer chooses to buy is greater than the profit that does not 

buy, so that the buyer chooses to return or not return the 
goods depends on the profit 𝑈𝑖1 = 𝑉 − 𝐿′ − 𝑀 and 𝑈𝑖3 =
V − P − M. which is the psychological loss of the buyer's 

returning the authentic product L 'and the good price P. If 

buyer don’t satisfy from the authentic good and want to 

return, so 𝐿′ < 𝑃, 𝑈𝑖1 < 𝑈𝑖3, the Nash equilibrium is (buy 

and return, honest), If buyer are satisfy about the authentic 

good, so 𝐿′ > 𝑃 , the Nash equilibrium is (buy and not 

return, honest). 

If 𝑈𝑠1 < 𝑈𝑠2, which means the profit that seller choose to 

be honest will lower than the profit that seller choose to be 

dishonest. Therefore, 𝑈𝑠3 < 𝑈𝑠4 , 𝑈𝑠5 < 𝑈𝑠6 . If the seller 

chooses to be dishonest, the buyer will not buy, and only if 

the seller chooses to be honest, the seller will buy. This is a 

mixed strategic problem, and the buyer and the seller cannot 

achieve a win-win situation at the same time. There is no 

unique Nash equilibrium solution. Therefore, to achieve the 

long run profit and have good reputation, choose dishonest 

will Damage the seller's reputation, so the best strategy for 

seller is to be honest. Thus, the Nash equilibrium in this 

situation is (buy, honest). 

If 𝑈𝑠1 = 𝑈𝑠2, which means the profit that seller choose to 

be honest are same with the profit that seller choose to be 

dishonest. Because the goals for seller is to attach more 

consumers and have a good reputation, which all the effort 

is for the long run profit. Also the profit for consumer to buy 

this good is higher than the profit that don’t buy this good, 

therefore, the only Nash equilibrium is (honest, buy). 

In conclusion, the best strategy for seller is to be honest in 

all the situation, whether consumer return or not return the 

products, they could still have good reputation and do not 

have the risk been caught that the merchant is selling fake 

and inferior products.  

1.3. Discussion 

The paper has already analyzed the communication in C2C 

online transaction, it shows that without communications, 

consumers may buy fake and inferior goods and the rights 

and interests of consumers are infringed. The government 

and companies could increase and develop new penalty 

measures to reduce the fraud and dishonest happened to the 

consumers. As for Taobao, Taobao have the most non 

official seller in the online shopping website, Taobao could 

Further divide the evaluation system, replace the level 

evaluation such as “good, moderate, bad” to percentage 

level, so that consumer could present a more specific 

comment about the product[6]. Moreover, Taobao could 

introduce specific evaluation system in different categories 

of goods. For example, Taobao could introduce such 

evaluation indexes as whitening degree, water 

supplementation and mildness in the evaluation of 

cosmetics[1]. Therefore, the consumers will find the 

cosmetics that fit for them and won’t waste money and time 

for the cosmetic that not fit for them.  

For the problem of fake and inferior products, Taobao 

should strengthen the supervision mechanism, so they could 

strengthen the audit of sellers publishing false information, 

so that it will increase the cost of being dishonest, and make 

the sellers tend to choose integrity strategy[4]. buyers could 

through learning and identify some commonly used skills of 

fraud (such as phishing site, etc.), increase the difficulty of 

the dishonest seller cheat customer. For the C2C transaction 

website, they could introduce a third-party platform to 

conduct the identification of fake and inferior products[5]. 

If the counterfeit products are found, sellers can apply to the 

C2C platform for compensation, thus protecting their own 

rights and interests. 

In the future, because technology have developed more 

advanced, the C2C platform will have more cutting-edge 

solutions to protect the consumer’s right and Interests. 

Electric business platform could use big data analysis, 

purchase, sampling and more measures to locate the online 

fake products, but at the same time also need linkage 

including industry and commerce bureau, Police department, 
Quality and Technology Supervision Bureau, State 

Intellectual Property Office (SIPO), customers, and 

merchants. So that it could achieve a long-term mechanism 

for coordinated anti-counterfeiting from online tracking and 

identification to offline investigation and law enforcement, 

and all departments will work together to eliminate the 

sources of counterfeiting and infringement[7]. In the same 

time of using big data method to crack down the Internet 

counterfeit products, it also needs to apply stricter 

identification and off-limits system to promote a law-

abiding business atmosphere. In addition, the violation by 

merchants shall be recorded and Shared to a certain extent, 

so as to make counterfeiters pay due costs and force 

manufacturers and sellers to pay attention to the basic rules 

of honest and law-abiding operation.  

2. CONCLUSION 

Through the analysis of Taobao C2C online transaction that 

with or without communication in different method, which 

could present following conclusion. Communication is an 

indispensable part of online shopping; consumer will tend 

to buy the products in the seller that have more positive 

comments and more reviews. Consumer will give priority 

for the evaluation about the products, but not the price when 

they are choosing items to buy. Therefore, positive 

comments are correlate with the sales number of products. 

For Sellers, According to the analysis of the game model, 

whether buyers return or not return the products, they best 

strategy for them is to be honest, because they have the risk 

been found by the consumer and C2C website, Sellers 
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would also have great loss in selling fake and inferior goods, 

because if they were caught, the cost of releasing fraud 

information and the reputation of the sellers will both got 

strong impact on it. Being honest is the basic rule for a 

merchant. However, the paper still has some drawbacks, As 

the analysis of transaction with communication for example, 

the data analysis only focuses on only one category of the 

commodity, the sneaker market. Taobao have various of 

category, In the future research, the author could do more 

research in different field of products to make the research 

become more preciseness and get different solutions for 

different area. Besides that, although the research have 

consider some important index for sellers, it still need to 

have more specific consideration, like when did merchant 

begin to sell on the C2C platform, the promises of sellers, 

etc. Thus, in the future research could consider introducing 

these variables in the research range, so that the research 

could have more specific understanding of the factors that 

would influence the sales. 
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